It has been shown previously (Kennedy and Barbaro, 1953 ) that the amount of crystal violet adsorbed by bacteria can be measured quantitatively by either one of two procedures. One procedure involved micro-Kjeldahl analyses of bacterial cells before and after staining. The increase in total nitrogen in the stained cells represented the dye nitrogen adsorbed. The second procedure was based on micro-Kjeldahl analyses of the dye nitrogen in the stain solution before staining and in the supernatant fluids after staining and washing with m/15 phosphate buffer (pH 7.1). The decrease in dye nitrogen in the supernatants represented the dye nitrogen adsorbed by the celLs. The simultaneous use of both procedures provided added credence to the quantitative dye adsorption values obtained. Application of these procedures to the complete gram stain led to the development of a quantitative gram reaction (Barbaro and Kennedy, 1954) . The investigations of Kennedy and Barbaro (1953) , Barbaro and Kennedy (1954) , and Barbaro (1954) buffer, as in figures 1, 2 and 3, or it may be alcohol in the complete gram reaction (Barbaro and Kennedy, 1954) . If the pH of the dye solution is adjusted, without buffer, to 7.5 before staining and the cells washed with buffer after staining, as previously, the gram positive organism retains more dye than the gram negative organism at all pH values (figure 2). The results also show that the decolorizing action of buffer is minimal at pH 5 to 7. Quantitative gram reactions (Barbaro and Kennedy, 1954) figure 3 , together with corresponding values for basic-dye retention. The point of linear intersection represents, theoretically, the isoelectric point of E. coli quantitatively determined by the dye method. The results with staphylococci and E. coli support quantitatively the old and well-known contention of Eisenberg (1912) that gram negative organisms have a greater tendency to retain acid-dyes than do gram positive organisms. Not so obvious, however, is the effect of the pH of the crystal violet staining solution on the apparent isoelectric point of E. coli (figures 1 and 3) . If the values for crystal violet retention by E. coli shown in figure 1 are used instead of the values in figure 3 the apparent isoelectric zone becomes 2 to 3 rather than 4 to 5 as indicated by figure 3. Bartholomew and Finkelstein (1954) believe 1) that the use of buffer would prevent maxmum dye uptake, and 2) the buffer would serve as a decolorizer. Any competition for dye attributable to phosphate buffer at pH 7.1 must be minimal since dye adsorption values obtained by the micro-Kjeldahl method (Kennedy and Barbaro, 1953) (Kennedy and Barbaro, 1953; Barbaro and Kennedy, 1954) are greater, not less, than the values in the present work (figure 2) where staining occurred in the same pH range but in the absence of buffer. This is interpreted as additional evidence that phosphate buffer at pH 7.1 does not prevent maxmum dye adsorption.
DISCUSSION
The results presented here fully support the contention that buffer will serve as a decolorizer and they also show that the capacity to act in this manner is a function of the pH of the buffer and dependent upon the pH of the dye solution used to stain the cells. This capacity is minimal in the optimum pH range for the gram stain as shown in figure 2. Moreover, if the buffer was an effective decolorizer in this pH range, in previous quantitative studies conducted in this laboratory the second and third buffer washing of the celLs would be expected to contain measurable amounts of dye. This was not the case. These results may be expressed in another way; at pH 7.0 to 8.0 the retention of basic dye closely approached the adsorption of dye.
It has been suggested by Bartholomew and Finkelstein that the differences between their results and ours may be due to "differences in procedure rather than to experimental disagreement." That this suggestion is correct is supported in the present report by the demonstration that the hypothesis that "gram positive organismns adsorb more basic dye than gram negative organisms" reverses itself when the pH of the crystal violet solution is 5. (Finkelstein and Bartholomew, 1953) procedure.]
The quantitative approach offered by the micro-Kjeldahl method to studies of bacteriadye relationships becomes limited when aciddyes are used. The present work indicates that the limiting factor is the dye adsorption capacity of the organisms selected for study rather than the acid-dye itself. Harden and Harris (1953) 
